Richard B. Setlow, a commentary on seminal contributions and scientific controversies.
Richard B. Setlow inspired the field of DNA repair. His demonstration that photoproducts could be quantified within cells and their excision examined experimentally pioneered the identification of nucleotide excision repair. His early work was associated with the discovery of many founding phenomena of photobiology and DNA repair: the concept of excision repair itself, correlations between DNA repair, life span and aging, variations in repair among mammalian species, caffeine sensitization to UV damage, and the xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) repair deficiencies. We may now have mapped thoroughly the landscape of DNA repair that Dick helped open to exploration, but questions persist of how comprehensively we have explored all its canyons and mesas. Research into nontraditional species and kingdoms may yet provide unexpected surprises. The signal transduction pathways and mechanisms of DNA replication arrest in damaged mammalian cells remain a challenge. The importance of repair in vivo also provides many difficult research questions. One problem of current interest is the role of endogenous DNA damage and repair in human pathology, especially neurodegeneration exemplified by many XP patients. Cancer and neurodegeneration may represent converse responses of dividing and nondividing cells to mutagenic and lethal effects of DNA damaging agents. Cell death from endogenous oxidative DNA damage (apoptosis) may be antagonistic to malignant transformation in dividing cells but may cause neurodegeneration in nondividing neural tissue. Small reductions in the efficiency of repair, especially transcription-coupled repair, may overemphasize carcinogenesis in mice, while minimizing neurodegeneration, as compared to human patients.